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What is it?

• Protects the SUBSEQUENT (second) Bonafide
purchaser.
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What is a BFP?

• Bona Fide Purchaser

• Someone that took FOR VALUE (money, 
though it doesn’t have to be “market value) 
without notice.

• Without notice of what? Anything amiss



For Example

Buyer was a good friend of Friend and was frequently invited to spend 
holidays and vacations at the remote country property owned by Friend’s 
cousin, Owner. One day, when Owner complained of not being young enough 
to properly care for and utilize the property, Buyer offered to buy it. 

Owner agreed and, in exchange for its reasonable market price, subsequently 
delivered to Buyer a warranty deed conveying the property to her. Buyer 
failed to record her deed. Two months later, Owner purported to convey the 
mountain property via warranty deed to Friend, as a wedding present. Friend 
immediately recorded her deed. The applicable recording act provides, “A 
conveyance of an estate in land (other than a lease for less than one year) 
shall not be valid as against any subsequent purchaser for value, except such 
person who has actual notice of it, unless the conveyance is properly 
recorded.”

When Buyer subsequently learned of the Owner-Friend deed, she recorded 
her deed and then brought an action to quiet title to the mountain property. 
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Answer Choices

Buyer will prevail in this action because:

A. She recorded her deed before commencing the quiet 
title action.
B. As a donee, Friend is considered to have actual 
knowledge of Buyer’s interest via imputation from the 
donor, Owner.
C. Owner had no interest in the mountain property to 
pass to Friend.
D. She paid valuable consideration for the mountain 
property.



Answer C

• There was no interest to pass, meaning the 
record act does NOT apply.

• Recording acts are an EXCEPTION. The general 
rule is once you give something to person A, 
you have nothing left to give to person B.



Recording Acts – Earlier Taker Wins 
Unless…

• “Notice” statute: 2d taker wins if without 
notice

• “Race-Notice” statute: 2d taker wins only if 
she both (i) takes w/o notice of prior interest 
and (ii) records before prior taker records

• “Race” statute: 2d taker wins if he records 
first, even if he took with notice



Notice Statute

“No conveyance or mortgage of real property 
shall be good [to earlier taker] against 
subsequent purchasers for value and without 
notice unless the same [to earlier taker] be 
recorded according to law.”
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Race-Notice

“No conveyance or mortgage of real property 
shall be good against subsequent purchasers 
for value and without notice who shall first 
record.”

O B WINS!

A

B records



Let’s try a Hypo

O conveys Blackacre to A for value on 2/1. O 
conveys Blackacre to B for value on 2/2, when 
B doesn’t know about the O  A conveyance. 
A records on 2/3. B records on 2/4. Statute 
says “No conveyance shall be good against 
subsequent purchases for value & w/o notice 
unless same be recorded according to law.” 
Who has title to Blackacre, A or B?



Answer: B Wins

Why?   Classic application of Notice statute. B 
wins because when she took property:

(1) A hadn’t yet recorded;

(2) B was w/o notice; and 

(3) B gave value.



Let’s try another

Assume a Notice jurisdiction. O owns Blackacre; A 
owns next-door Whiteacre. O gives A a document 
granting A an easement to use a 10-foot-wide 
strip over Blackacre connecting Whiteacre to the 
road. The strip is paved with asphalt. A does not 
record the easement. O conveys Blackacre to 
Purchaser for value; at time of transaction 
Purchaser has never seen the property, and has 
no knowledge of the easement. Purchaser then 
sues A to have easement cancelled. Who wins & 
why?



Answer: A Wins b/c Purchaser Was on 
Inquiry Notice

Purchaser was on “inquiry notice” of the 
easement. If Purchaser had inspected, s/he 
would have seen the paved strip and would 
have inquired about it.



Race-Notice Statutes

On 2/1, O conveys Blackacre to A for value. On 
2/2, O conveys Blackacre to B for value; B does 
not know of the O  A conveyance. On 2/3, A 
records. On 2/4, B records. The governing 
statute says: “No conveyance or mortgage of 
real property shall be good against 
subsequent purchasers for value and without 
notice who shall first record.” In contest 
between A and B, who wins?



Answer: A Wins

Why?   A wins unless B did two things: (1) take 
without notice and (2) record first. Since B did 
not do both things, A wins.



Another Hypo

In 2000, Cred received a judgment for $100K against 
Debtor arising out of a tort suit, and promptly filed that 
judgment. By filing a judgment, under state law a 
creditor gets a lien against all real property then owned 
by the debtor, or acquired by her within the 10 years 
following the filing. In 2002, Debtor bought Blackacre 
for cash. In 2004, Debtor borrowed $50K from Friend, 
secured by a contemporaneous mortgage on Blackacre. 
Friend did not know of Cred’s judgment or lien when 
Friend lent the money. Assume Notice Statute. If 
property is sold, who gets paid first? Cred or Friend?



Answer: Creditor Wins

Why?   Two reasons. Creditor has a lien on any 
after-acquired property of Debtor. When 
Debtor bought Blackacre, Creditor’s lien 
attached. Second, the lien is like a recorded 
interest, so Friend had a constructive notice of 
the lien.



Wild Deeds

Assume a Notice jurisdiction.

In 2000, O buys Blackacre and records. In 2001, 
O conveys Blackacre to A. A never records. In 
2002, A conveys to B. B records. In 2003, O 
conveys to C, who pays value and records 
promptly (and who has no knowledge of the 

O  A or A  B transactions). As between B 
and C, who has priority?



Answer: C Wins

Why?    C could not have found the O –A or 

A  B deed because they are not in his chain 
of title. The O  A deed is a wild deed 
because it is unrecorded in the chain and so C 
could never spot the A  B transfer.



Shelter Rule

Race-Notice state. O conveys to A. A doesn’t 
record. O conveys to B for value and w/o 
notice by B of A’s interest. B records. A 
records. B gifts the property to C (who knows 
of A’s interest at time of gift). A conveys for 
value to D. As between D and C, who wins?



Answer: C Wins

Why?    Once B took w/o notice and for value, 
and recorded first, B became the true owner 
and C gets Shelter from B being a bona fide 
purchaser (BFP).


